Rhyming Words

Draw a line connecting the words in each column that rhyme. The first one is done for you.

pocket | talk
---|---
tall | found
brown | locket
black | fog
green | beet
bee | house
sound | bed
sit | ball
bench | toy
purse | look
jump | bit
walk | wrench
coat | nurse
feet | bump
mouse | gown
dog | slack
red | mean
boy | tree
book | boat

Write down some rhyming words that you can think of.

___________ and ___________  ___________ and ___________
___________ and ___________  ___________ and ___________
___________ and ___________  ___________ and ___________
___________ and ___________  ___________ and ___________
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Write down some rhyming words that you can think of.

______________ and ______________  ______________ and ______________
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